U. and Co-op Must Present Cases in Suit

By FRED SCHNEYER

The University's efforts to evict the Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity house from the campus will resume today as the University and the fraternity named 1971 as the best possible date to begin the eviction process. The fraternity is contesting the University's claim that it has violated its lease agreement by not paying rent for the past five years.

Student Health Officials have announced that all community members and University personnel are free to receive flu shots at the University's free clinic.

Student Health Director Paul Schleip said that sending a nurse to the dormitory was a necessity. He said, "In the last five years, we have made the decision to send a nurse to the dormitory since the vaccine is not yet available." The City Health Department, which distributes vaccines, said it would not be able to supply enough vaccines for the University's needs.

At this time, he added, health officials were not sure whether the injection of the vaccine would protect students under 10 years old. If a secondary program is required, it will be provided later.

He said that the vaccine is only available through the enrollment of the Philadelphia School of Medicine. In Philadelphia, Schleip said that a definite date for the immunizations has not been set.

The second area of the restructuring included graduate education. Langenberg noted that this is "a major part of the University's mission." He added, though, that he does not think everyone in the university will agree with the plan. He said that the students will have the opportunity to comment on the plan in the fall.

Carter and Ford Clearly Divided Over Government Aid to Schools

By ED DeANGELO

The second area of the restructuring included graduate education. Langenberg noted that this is "a major part of the University's mission." He added, though, that he does not think everyone in the university will agree with the plan. He said that the students will have the opportunity to comment on the plan in the fall.

Heinz Brings Campaign To Vital Suburb Areas

By ED DeANGELO

Wistar Experiments to Develop Cancer Cure

By STANLEY MACAULAY

At our lab at the Wistar Institute, a scientist is using the mouse as a model for the study of cancer. The idea is to use the mouse as a model for the study of the natural history of cancer in humans. The mouse is a good model because it is immune to cancer and it is easy to breed and maintain.

The University’s efforts to evict the Alpha Chapter of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity house from the University’s campus will continue today. The fraternity has contested the University’s claim that it has violated its lease agreement by not paying rent for the past five years.

The University’s efforts to evict the Alpha Chapter of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity house from the University’s campus will continue today. The fraternity has contested the University’s claim that it has violated its lease agreement by not paying rent for the past five years.
Women's Ice Hockey
Intro. Meeting
Thurs. Oct. 14
8:00
6th Floor Lounge
Hi Rise North
All Women Interested
Urged to Come
If Unable to Come
Call 349-9108

Join the Class Crowd.
Fridays at Liberty Bell Park
Show up by 12:30 and get the coupons below and work three free Grandstand admissions. You can't beat the price. On a cold, windy day, people will head for the stands to warm up and enjoy the game. A hot dog and a drink are included. Each Friday you get a free grandstand ticket in your OPRP. After that, you get a good deal on the upper deck. Follow the parade and the whole evening for whatever turns you on. Eat, drink, scan the line, pull up at the top of your friendly checklist in print. You just won't have a better way to do it anywhere.
See you this Friday!

---

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

---

For Sale Comforter, queen size pictures, etc.
Furniture, many new items.
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C.A. to Feature Silent Sounds

BY KAREN O'NEILL

Lee Berliner would have to agree with grade school teachers who advise pupils to read. Before opening his act, he often reads to his audiences the explanations of his act that are found in his programs. The mime language is often so cryptic that it is his way of explaining his show to his audiences. The mime language is often so cryptic that it is his way of explaining his show to his audiences.

Berliner describes his mime as being "the form of expression which is, I believe, more natural to humans than to any other life form." He believes that mime is a form of expression that is more natural to humans than to any other life form.

The mime language is often so cryptic that it is his way of explaining his show to his audiences. The mime language is often so cryptic that it is his way of explaining his show to his audiences.

Berliner describes his mime as being "the form of expression which is, I believe, more natural to humans than to any other life form." He believes that mime is a form of expression that is more natural to humans than to any other life form.

The mime language is often so cryptic that it is his way of explaining his show to his audiences. The mime language is often so cryptic that it is his way of explaining his show to his audiences.

Berliner describes his mime as being "the form of expression which is, I believe, more natural to humans than to any other life form." He believes that mime is a form of expression that is more natural to humans than to any other life form.

The mime language is often so cryptic that it is his way of explaining his show to his audiences. The mime language is often so cryptic that it is his way of explaining his show to his audiences.

Berliner describes his mime as being "the form of expression which is, I believe, more natural to humans than to any other life form." He believes that mime is a form of expression that is more natural to humans than to any other life form.
In the last five years, the Federal credit card has created a new category of financial product that has been marketed aggressively to consumers. The credit card has created a new category of financial product that has been marketed aggressively to consumers.

The form also has to explain the law, at least if the consumer is aware of the restrictions.

However, those organizations must be able to provide this information, at least if the consumer is aware of the restrictions.
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A Matter of Markets

Housing Violations in University City

By Ed DeAngelo

Three months ago, if I tried to

I am a registered user of the

Mark Painer (CEAS

Creditor Liability

Some consumers have been

The story is in Monday's OP

A Witness Rejects

Rape: Clearing Up Some Misconceptions

Letters to the Editor
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Bob Dylan. The story so far.

Bob Dylan was twenty years old when his first Columbia album, "Bob Dylan," was released in August of 1962. It was a local success with a few radio stations playing the songs, but it was not a national hit. "Bob Dylan" featured some of the music that had been playing in folk clubs around the country, but with a new sound - electric guitars and amplifiers. The album was recorded with a band of session musicians, and the songs were not as well rehearsed as Dylan's previous work. "Bob Dylan" was a commercial failure, but it earned the praise of some musicians who appreciated the new approach.

"When the Ship Comes In." "North Country Blues." "Subterranean Homesick Blues." These were some of the songs from the album that helped to establish Dylan as a force in the folk music scene. The songs confused a lot of people who were not familiar with the genre, but they enjoyed the rocking, funny, great new tunes. That was Bob Dylan's first commercial single.

Most of the new songs on "Another Side of Bob Dylan" were written by Dylan, and the album became a landmark in the development of rock and roll. The album was recorded in a single session, and it was released in January of 1964. "Like a Rolling Stone," "Positively 4th Street," "Looking for Johnny," "Like a Winter, a Man Who Bleeds," and "Payin' My Dues" were some of the highlights on the album.

A-Changin'" album took the concept of folk rock to a new level. "Bringing It All Back Home" was known and accepted land was being adapted to the emerging Bob Dylan style. "Like a Rolling Stone," "Positively 4th Street," and "Looking for Johnny" were some of the most famous songs on the album.

The latest words from Bob Dylan disappeared. A "new" Dylan was bom. The ballad "Hard Rain's A-Changin'" was followed by "Like a Rolling Stone," "Positively 4th Street," "Looking for Johnny," "Like a Winter, a Man Who Bleeds," and "Payin' My Dues." Dylan had become the voice of a generation.

Bob Dylan was twenty years old when his first Columbia album, "Bob Dylan," was released in August of 1962. It was a local success with a few radio stations playing the songs, but it was not a national hit. "Bob Dylan" featured some of the music that had been playing in folk clubs around the country, but with a new sound - electric guitars and amplifiers. The album was recorded with a band of session musicians, and the songs were not as well rehearsed as Dylan's previous work. "Bob Dylan" was a commercial failure, but it earned the praise of some musicians who appreciated the new approach.

"When the Ship Comes In." "North Country Blues." "Subterranean Homesick Blues." These were some of the songs from the album that helped to establish Dylan as a force in the folk music scene. The songs confused a lot of people who were not familiar with the genre, but they enjoyed the rocking, funny, great new tunes. That was Bob Dylan's first commercial single.

Most of the new songs on "Another Side of Bob Dylan" were written by Dylan, and the album became a landmark in the development of rock and roll. "Like a Rolling Stone," "Positively 4th Street," "Looking for Johnny," "Like a Winter, a Man Who Bleeds," and "Payin' My Dues" were some of the highlights on the album.

A-Changin'" album took the concept of folk rock to a new level. "Bringing It All Back Home" was known and accepted land was being adapted to the emerging Bob Dylan style. "Like a Rolling Stone," "Positively 4th Street," "Looking for Johnny," "Like a Winter, a Man Who Bleeds," and "Payin' My Dues" were some of the most famous songs on the album.

The latest words from Bob Dylan disappeared. A "new" Dylan was bom. The ballad "Hard Rain's A-Changin'" was followed by "Like a Rolling Stone," "Positively 4th Street," "Looking for Johnny," "Like a Winter, a Man Who Bleeds," and "Payin' My Dues." Dylan had become the voice of a generation.

"Hard Rain" is the definitive work of Bob Dylan in the performance. All the musicians of the backstage party Rolling Thunder Revue and Bob Dylan himself contributed. The performance was recorded in front of a live audience.

If you're missing anything on these pages, you're really missing something.

Bob Dylan on Columbia Records and tapes

Available at Listening Booth Records at Everyday Low Prices
The Daily Pennsylvanian

Cancer Experiments

(Continued from page 1)

In order to investigate these areas, chemical carcinogens are used to create tumors in animals. The tumors can then be studied to determine if certain chemicals can cause cancer in the animals. This research is important because the effects of food additives are not well understood.

Swine Flu

Make and New Mexico temporarily suspended their efforts to vaccinate people against swine flu because of a shortage of vaccine. The scientists hope that Americans can prevent another swine flu epidemic by vaccinating themselves.

Student Stakes in the Political

Communist Party Election Rally

Friday, Oct. 15-7:30 P.M.
at the
Calvary United Methodist Church
Baltimore Ave. & S. 48th St.
48th St. entrance
Admission free Spread the word!
Make your vote count: Gus Hall for President; Janie Tyson, for Vice President; Frank Kincs for U.S. Senator

WHAT WOULD YOUR FATHER SAY IF YOU BROUGHT HOME AN IDEALIST?

Today, nobody wants to be an idealist. Or let his child marry one. These days, we're too pragmatic. Too realistic. Too cynical.

But Burlington, we believe that it's good to have a little idealism. It's good to have a little imagination. It's good to dream.

And to improve the image of America's young people is one of Vermont, Wisconsin, Louisiana, something which should definitely be investigated, he said if he finds the dangers involved are fewer than feared. The program recently revealed that certain chemical compounds found in cattle liver can encourage the development of cancer. However, in order to take in enough of this compound to cause cancer, Story said, "you would have to eat a ton of a year.
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And to improve the image of America's young people is one of Vermont, Wisconsin, Louisiana, something which should definitely be investigated, he said if he finds the dangers involved are fewer than feared. The program recently revealed that certain chemical compounds found in cattle liver can encourage the development of cancer. However, in order to take in enough of this compound to cause cancer, Story said, "you would have to eat a ton of a year.

To the Ivy Room, 2nd Floor, Houston Hall, Thursday Oct. 14 any time from 5 to 7 P.M.
University Plans Cut In Duplication Costs

By VINCENT PALUSCI

University officials hope austerity measures will reduce a $1 million burden on the University by increasing the efficiency of copying and duplicating costs in 1976-77, Philadelphia Director Curtis Barnes said.

The Coping and Duplicating Committee formed last January, has been systematically reviewing the copying and duplicating needs of various schools and departments across campus. The committee has succeeded in reducing the number of Xerox machines from 136 to 90. By this reduction, the university has been able to reduce a $1 million burden on the University.

Barnes, chairman of the Committee, said that the large part of that projected savings will come from the School of Communications, the School of Business Administration and Houston Hall.

To accomplish these savings, the committee has recommended that the departments centralize machines and introduce less expensive, lower level copiers where high reproduction quality is not needed. Barnes said, "This move would be to remove the copiers from the right place to do the right job." Barnes said to use the committee as having a "consultative relationship on one hand and policy responsibility on the other." Through this "consultative relationship," the committee has succeeded in reducing the number of Xerox machines from 136 to 90. By this reduction, the university has been able to reduce a $1 million burden on the University.

In addition to reducing the number of Xerox machines, the committee has also been able to increase the efficiency of the existing machines. This has been accomplished by introducing more efficient, lower level copiers where high reproduction quality is not needed. Barnes said, "This move would be to remove the copiers from the right place to do the right job." Barnes said to use the committee as having a "consultative relationship on one hand and policy responsibility on the other."
Perna, Bad Breaks Blend to Blank Booters

By MARTIN COOPER

The Cincinnati Reds yesterday clinched the National League pennant with a 7-6 win over the Philadelphia Phillies. The Reds thus swept the Phils and now await the winner of the New York Yankees-Kansas City Royals American League playoff.

The Yanks last night took a 2-1 series lead, coming from three runs down on the last Chris Chambliss hit, 5-5.

Netwomen Rush Past Bryn Mawr in Blitz

By JOHN EISENBERG

A team of vigorous statistics and impressive performances, Penn's women's tennis team inched towards their victory yesteryear, overcoming Bryn Mawr 54-36. The win was the fourth straight shutout for the Quakers, who still
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